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Abstract
We provide a theoretical framework to study the projective uniformity of lattice-
based designs and give new magic rotation matrices. Utilizing these matrices, we
propose an algorithm to generate densest packing-based maximum projection de-
signs, a type of lattice-based designs that process asymptotically optimal separation
distance and good projective uniformity. In particular, in two, three, four, six, and
eight dimensions, they process asymptotically optimal order of separation and fill
distances on every univariate projection, while in four and eight dimensions, they
also process asymptotically optimal order of separation distance on multivariate pro-
jections. Numerical results imply that these designs are useful when there are likely
more than one active variables and more striking if most variables are active.
Keywords: Densest packing, Design of experiment; Geometry of numbers; Maximin
distance design; Minkowski’s first theorem, Quasi-Latin hypercube.
1 Introduction
Computer experiments which simulate real systems using computer programs have become
powerful tools in science and engineering (Santner et al., 2003). Space-filling designs with
distance-based uniformity are commonly used for computer experiments. For a design
D ⊂ [0, 1]p, its separation distance is the minimal pairwise distance,
ρS(D) = min
x,y∈D
{
p∑
k=1
(xk − yk)
2
}1/2
,
and its fill distance for the space [0, 1]p is the supreme predictive distance,
ρF,[0,1]p(D) = sup
y∈[0,1]p
min
x∈D
{
p∑
k=1
(xk − yk)
2
}1/2
.
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Advantages of using designs with high separation distance and low fill distance were dis-
cussed in Johnson et al. (1990); Haaland et al. (2018); Wang and Haaland (2018); Wang et al.
(2018). In particular, designs with optimal separation and fill distances are called maximin
and minimax distance designs, respectively. He (2017a) and He (2018) proposed methods
to generate such designs from interleaved lattices, which in general outperform numerical
optimization algorithms (Stinstra et al., 2003; Mak and Joseph, 2018).
In many circumstances not every variable has substantial impact on the response. Sup-
pose the active variables are given by the set γ ⊂ {1, . . . , p}, then it is desirable that the
design has high separation distance and low fill distance on the projection to dimension γ,
where the projected separation and fill distances are
ρS,γ(D) = min
x,y∈D
{∑
k∈γ
(xk − yk)
2
}1/2
,
and
ρF,[0,1]p,γ(D) = sup
y∈[0,1]p
min
x∈D
{∑
k∈γ
(xk − yk)
2
}1/2
,
respectively. Because the active variables are usually not known before experimentation, an
ideal design shall process high separation distance, low fill distance, and good uniformity
on every possible projection. Maximin and minimax distance designs, especially those
generated from He (2017a) and He (2018), have poor uniformity on projections and are
thus suboptimal when inactive variables are likely to exist.
Several types of space-filling designs that process some sort of projective uniformity
have been proposed, many of which are Latin hypercube designs, i.e., designs with opti-
mal univariate projections (McKay et al., 1979). Designs with uniform low-dimensional
projections include orthogonal array based Latin hypercube designs (Tang, 1993), or-
thogonal Latin hypercube designs (Steinberg and Lin, 2006; Lin et al., 2009; Pang et al.,
2009; Sun et al., 2009; Sun and Tang, 2017a,b), uniform projection designs (Sun et al.,
2018), among others. Maximin and minimax distance Latin hypercube designs are designs
which have optimal separation and fill distances, respectively, among Latin hypercube
designs (Morris and Mitchell, 1995; van Dam, 2008). Maximum projection designs and
minimax projection designs process good separation and fill distances, respectively, of both
the unprojected design and all its projections (Joseph et al., 2015; Mak and Joseph, 2018).
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Finally, rotated sphere packing designs, constructed by rescaling, rotating, translating and
extracting the points of a lattice, process excellent unprojected distance properties and
reasonably uniform projections (He, 2017b). While their unprojected distance properties
are largely determined by the type of lattice used, their projective uniformity is largely de-
termined by the rotation matrix. For the case of p = 2, He (2017b) found a magic rotation
matrix which produces quasi-Latin hypercube designs, i.e., designs that process asymptot-
ically optimal order of separation and fill distances on univariate projections. However, He
(2017b) found no magic rotation matrix in p > 2.
In this paper, we provide a theoretical framework to study the projective uniformity of
lattice-based designs. We then obtain many magic rotation matrices in two, three, four,
six, eight, and other power of two dimensions. While all these matrices produce quasi-Latin
hypercube designs, designs generated by matrices in power of two dimensions also process
asymptotically optimal order of separation distance on multivariate projections.
Moreover, utilizing the newly proposed magic rotation matrices, we propose an algo-
rithm to construct densest packing-based designs in 2 ≤ p ≤ 8 with arbitrary sizes. We call
the proposed designs densest packing-based maximum projection designs because they are
asymptotically maximin distance designs with quasi-optimal separation distance on some
projections. Seen from numerical results, they have much better unprojected separation
distance than maximum projection designs, much better multivariate projective separation
distance than maximin distance Latin hypercube designs, and uniformly better perfor-
mance than original rotated sphere packing designs generated from the algorithm proposed
in He (2017b). We thus conclude that densest packing-based maximum projection designs
are very competitive provided that there are likely more than one active variables. Be-
sides, they are especially desirable for large n problems because the algorithm is fast in
computation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We first give some definitions and pre-
liminary results in Section 2. Sections 3 and 4 give magic rotation matrices in p = 4, 8 and
p = 2, 3, 6, respectively. Section 5 provides the algorithm to generate densest packing-based
maximum projection designs and corroborate their usefulness from numerical comparisons.
Section 6 concludes the paper with some brief discussion. The proofs are provided in the
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appendix.
2 Notation and background
In this section, we provide the definition and some preliminary results of lattice-based
designs, most of which can be found in Conway and Sloane (1998), Zong (1999) or He
(2017b).
A set of points in Rp is called a lattice generated from G, written as L(G), if G is a
nonsingular p× p matrix and L =
{
aTG : a ∈ Zp
}
. For instance, Zp = L(Ip) is called the
p-dimensional integer lattice, where Ip is the p-dimensional identity matrix. We remark
that different matrices may lead to the same lattice. L(G) is a subset of L(H) if and only if
there exists a p×p integer matrix K such that G = KH and | det(K)| ≥ 1. In this case we
call L(G) a sublattice of L(H) and L(H) a superlattice of L(G). Moreover, L(H)∩[−m,m]p
has roughly | det(K)| = | det(G)|/| det(H)| times as many points as L(G) ∩ [−m,m]p for
large m.
A set D is called an L(G)-based design or a lattice-based design generated from G if
there exists an h > 0 and a δ ∈ Rp such that
D =
{
h(aTG+ δT ) : a ∈ Zp
}
∩ [0, 1]p.
For small h, D has roughly h−p/| det(G)| points. To construct a design with n points,
it is natural to set h = (n| det(G)|)−1/p and then search for a δ so that D has exactly n
points. He (2017b) showed that, using h = (n| det(G)|)−1/p and for virtually all G, such δ
exists for any n ∈ N. Moreover, He (2017b) explained that only with h = (n| det(G)|)−1/p
the generated lattice-based designs have fair amount of points near boundary. As a result,
throughout this paper we consider n-point lattice-based designs that can expressed by
D = D(G, n, δ) =
{
(n| det(G)|)−1/p(aTG + δT ) : a ∈ Zp
}
∩ [0, 1]p. (1)
Here n is both the target and actual design size. Throughout this paper, assume a =
(a1, . . . , ap)
T and f(a) = (f1(a), . . . , fp(a)) = a
TG.
The Voronoi cell of a point x ∈ L(G), denoted by Vor(x), is the set of points closer to x
than other lattice points. The volume of any Voronoi cell is | det(G)|. The minimum and
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maximum distances from points on the boundary of a Voronoi cell to its center are ρS(L)/2
and ρF,Rp(L), respectively. It is not hard to see that for any n > 0 and δ ∈ R
p,
ρS{D(G, n, δ)} ≥ | det(G)|
−1/pρS{L(G)}n
−1/p.
It is very likely that the equity holds, especially when n is not very small. Therefore,
designs generated from any lattice process asymptotically optimal order of separation dis-
tance, namely the n−1/p order, while the constant | det(G)|−1/pρS{L(G)} depends on the
type of lattice. The lattice in p dimensions that has the highest | det(G)|−1/pρS{L(G)} is
called the p-dimensional densest packing. Designs generated from densest packings process
asymptotically optimal separation distance. Similarly, for any n > 0 and δ ∈ Rp,
ρF,∪x∈D(G,n,δ)Vor(x){D(G, n, δ)} = | det(G)|
−1/pρF,Rp{L(G)}n
−1/p.
Note that ∪x∈D(G,n,δ)Vor(x) covers most of [0, 1]
p, only leaving some boundary regions.
The lattice that has the lowest | det(G)|−1/pρF,Rp{L(G)} is called the thinnest covering.
Designs generated from thinnest coverings process asymptotically optimal fill distance for
the nonboundary region of [0, 1]p. For this reason, He (2017b) recommended to use thinnest
coverings to generate lattice-based designs. For 2 ≤ p ≤ 22, the p-dimensional thinnest
covering can be generated from
GTC,p = [{(p+ 1)− (p+ 1)
1/2}Ip − Jp]{(p+ 1)
1/2 − 1}−1(p+ 1)−(p−1)/(2p), (2)
where Jp is the p× p matrix with all entries being one. The p-dimensional densest packing
can be generated from GDP,p, with GDP,2 = GTC,2,
GDP,p =

 1p−1 Ip−1
2 0Tp−1

 2−1/p for p = 3, 4, 5, (3)
and
GDP,p =


1p−2 Ip−2 0p−2
2 0Tp−2 0
1/2 1Tp−2/2 (9− p)
1/2/2

 (9− p)−1/(2p) for p = 6, 7, 8, (4)
where 0p and 1p are the p-column vector of zeros and ones, respectively. Using above def-
initions, | det(GTC,p)| = | det(GDP,p)| = 1 for any p. Refer to Conway and Sloane (1998)
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or Zong (1999) for a comprehensive review of lattices and their distance properties. An-
other useful type of lattices is interleaved lattices which produce designs with excellent fill
distance (He, 2017a) and separation distance (He, 2018). The L(G) is called a standard
interleaved lattice if L(2Ip) ⊂ L(G) ⊂ L(Ip).
The L(GR) is a rotation and possibly also a reflection of L(G) if R is a p×p orthogonal
matrix. Clearly, lattices preserve their unprojected distance properties after rotation or
reflection. However, a rotation can dramatically change the projective uniformity of a
lattice. It is not hard to see that the optimal order of ρS,γ(D) and ρF,[0,1]p,γ(D) are both
n−1/|γ|, where |γ| denotes the cardinality of γ ⊂ {1, . . . , p}. Designs generated from G are
said to process the quasi-optimal separation distance on the projection to dimension γ if
there exists a constant cS,γ such that for any n > 0 and δ ∈ R
p,
ρS,γ{D(G, n, δ)} ≥ cS,γn
−1/|γ|.
Similarly, designs generated from G are said to process quasi-optimal fill distance on the
kth dimension if there exists a constant cF,k such that for any n > cF,k and δ ∈ R
p,
ρF,[0,1]p,{k}{D(G, n, δ)} ≤ cF,kn
−1.
Designs generated from G are said to be quasi-Latin hypercube designs if it processes quasi-
optimal separation and fill distances on every univariate projection. For p > 2, He (2017b)
recommended to use GTC,pR to generate rotated sphere packing designs, in which R is a
randomly sampled orthogonal matrix. Although empirically these lattices produce designs
with much better projective uniformity than designs generated from GTC,p in (2), there was
no theoretical quantification on their projective uniformity. To the best of our knowledge,
there is no known type of designs in p > 2 that processes quasi-optimal separation distance
on all projections.
3 Designs with quasi-uniform univariate and multi-
variate projections
In this section, we propose magic rotation matrices that lead to quasi-Latin hypercube
designs that process quasi-optimal separation distance on all projections. Such matrices
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are limited to power of two dimensions. We first give magic rotation matrices for integer
lattices and then extend the results to other lattices.
For any 2× 2 matrix V and q > 0, let vi,j denote the (i, j)th entry of V ,
Q(q) =

 1 1
−q1/2 q1/2

 , W (V, q) =

 w1(V, q) 0
0 w2(V, q)

 ,
w1(V, q) =
{
(v1,1 − v1,2q
1/2)2 + (v2,1 − v2,2q
1/2)2
}−1/2
,
w2(V, q) =
{
(v1,1 + v1,2q
1/2)2 + (v2,1 + v2,2q
1/2)2
}−1/2
,
and
R2(V, q) = V Q(q)W (V,Q).
Clearly, R2(V, q) is an orthogonal matrix if V has full rank and v
2
1,1 + v
2
2,1 = q(v
2
1,2 + v
2
2,2).
Theorem 3.1 below shows that many tensor products of R2(V, q) are magic rotation matrices
for integer lattices.
Theorem 3.1. Let vl,i,j denote the (i, j)th entry of Vl. Assume that z ∈ N, p = 2
z,
vl,i,j ∈ N, ql ∈ N, Vl has full rank, and
v2l,1,1 + v
2
l,2,1 = ql(v
2
l,1,2 + v
2
l,2,2) (5)
for i, j = 1, 2 and l = 1, . . . , z. Also assume that
∏z
l=1 q
il/2
l is irrational for any (i1, . . . , iz) ∈
{0, 1}z and (i1, . . . , iz) 6= 0. Then designs generated from R2(Vz, qz) ⊗ · · · ⊗ R2(V1, q1) are
quasi-Latin hypercube designs and process quasi-optimal separation distance on all projec-
tions.
We remark that tensor product types of rotation matrices have been employed to con-
struct orthogonal Latin hypercube designs (Steinberg and Lin, 2006). While (5) is held by
seemingly infinitely many (Vl, ql) combinations with ql = 2, 5, 8, 10, 13, 17, and so forth, it
cannot be held with some other ql such as 3 and 7. The connection between separation
and fill distances on univariate projections below is used in proving Theorem 3.1.
Proposition 3.2. Suppose L-based designs process quasi-optimal separation distance on the
projection to the kth dimension. Then L-based designs process quasi-optimal fill distance
on the projection to the kth dimension.
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Note that the connection shown in Proposition 3.2 is valid for lattice-based designs
only. From it, to verify the quasi-Latin hypercube property of a type of lattice-based
designs, we only need to derive its asymptotic separation distance on univariate projections.
Minkowski’s first theorem (Siegel, 1989) below is used in proving Proposition 3.2.
Lemma 3.3 (Minkowski’s first theorem). Any convex set in Rp which is symmetric with
respect to the origin and with volume greater than | det(G)|2p contains a non-zero lattice
point of L(G).
All proofs are deferred to the appendix. Another useful tool is Proposition 3.4 be-
low, which enables us to verify the projective uniformity of a lattice from its sublattices,
superlattices, or rescaled lattices.
Proposition 3.4. Suppose designs generated from G process quasi-optimal separation dis-
tance on the projection to dimension γ ⊂ {1, . . . , p}. Then (i) for any v 6= 0, designs
generated from vG process quasi-optimal separation distance on the projection to dimen-
sion γ. (ii) Suppose L(H) is a sublattice of L(G), then designs generated from H process
quasi-optimal separation distance on the projection to dimension γ. (iii) Suppose L(H)
is a superlattice of L(G), then designs generated from H process quasi-optimal separation
distance on the projection to dimension γ.
Utilizing Proposition 3.4, we extend the results in Theorem 3.1 to other types of lattices.
Corollary 3.5. Let vl,i,j denote the (i, j)th entry of Vl. Assume that z ∈ N, p = 2
z,
vl,i,j ∈ N, ql ∈ N, Vl has full rank, and
v2l,1,1 + v
2
l,2,1 = ql(v
2
l,1,2 + v
2
l,2,2)
for i, j = 1, 2 and l = 1, . . . , z. Also assume that
∏z
l=1 q
il/2
l is irrational for any (i1, . . . , iz) ∈
{0, 1}z and (i1, . . . , iz) 6= 0. Then designs generated from GDP,4{R2(V2, q2)⊗R2(V1, q1)} in
(3), GDP,8{R2(V3, q3)⊗R2(V2, q2)⊗R2(V1, q1)} in (4), and GTC,8{R2(V3, q3)⊗R2(V2, q2)⊗
R2(V1, q1)} in (2) are quasi-Latin hypercube designs and process quasi-optimal separation
distance on all projections. Furthermore, assume L(G) is a standard interleaved lattice.
Then designs generated from G{R2(Vz, qz) ⊗ · · · ⊗ R2(V1, q1)} are quasi-Latin hypercube
designs and process quasi-optimal separation distance on all projections.
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He (2017b) has shown that GDP,2 = GTC,2 in (2) produces quasi-Latin hypercube de-
signs. Note that when p = 2 all projections are univariate. Combined with this result we
have obtained magic rotation matrices for all integer lattices, densest packings, thinnest
coverings, and standard interleaved lattices in two, four, and eight dimensions, excepts
the four-dimensional thinnest covering which cannot be expressed as a sublattice of the
four-dimensional integer lattice. Let
V¯1 =

 5v1,1,2 v1,1,1
5v1,2,2 v1,2,1


and B˜4 = 5V2 ⊗ V1 − V2 ⊗ V¯1 − (J2V2)⊗ (J2V1). Theorem 3.6 below fills the gap.
Theorem 3.6. Let vl,i,j denote the (i, j)th entry of Vl. Assume vl,i,j ∈ N for i, j = 1, 2 and
l = 1, 2, q1 = 5, q2 ∈ N, q
1/2
2 and (5q2)
1/2 are irrational, V1, V2, and B˜4 have full rank, and
v2l,1,1 + v
2
l,2,1 = ql(v
2
l,1,2 + v
2
l,2,2)
for l = 1, 2. Then designs generated from GTC,4{R2(V2, q2) ⊗ R2(V1, q1)} are quasi-Latin
hypercube designs and process quasi-optimal separation distance on all projections.
From our experience, B˜4 almost always has full rank.
4 Designs with quasi-uniform univariate projections
In this section, we propose magic rotation matrices in two, three, and six dimensions and
show they produce quasi-Latin hypercube designs. Unfortunately, we have not obtained
any theoretical result on their uniformity on multivariate projections. A set of real numbers
is said to be rationally independent if none of them can be written as a linear combination of
the other numbers with rational coefficients. Proposition 4.1 below gives a set of sufficient
conditions for the quasi-Latin hypercube property, which is used extensively in this section.
Proposition 4.1. Suppose f(a) = aTG, fk(a) = a
TBkrw, Bk is a p × p integer matrix
with full rank, r ∈ Rp, entries in r are rationally independent, w ∈ R, w > 0, and there is
a homogeneous polynomial gk(a) of degree p such that fk(a) divides gk(a) and |gk(a)| ≥ 1
for any nonzero a ∈ Zp. Then designs generated from G process quasi-optimal separation
distance on the projection to the kth dimension.
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To verify that |gk(a)| ≥ 1 for any nonzero a ∈ Z
p, we usually set gk(a) to be a polynomial
with integer coefficients. Let w˜(u1, u2, u3, q) = {(u1q
1/2 + u3)
2 + u22}
−1/2 and
R˜2(u1, u2, u3, q) =

 u1q1/2 + u3 u2
−u2 u1q
1/2 + u3

 w˜(u1, u2, u3, q).
The R˜2(u1, u2, u3, q) with u1, u2, u3 ∈ Z and q
1/2 ∈ R \ Q is a general expression of 2 × 2
orthogonal matrices consisting of one irrational number, namely q1/2, and rational numbers.
Recall that He (2017b) only gave one magic rotation matrix for the densest packing and
thinnest packing in two dimensions. Theorem 4.2 below gives more.
Theorem 4.2. Assume u1, u2, u3 ∈ Z and u
2
3 6= 3u
2
1 + u
2
2. Then designs generated from
GDP,2R˜2(u1, u2, u3, 3) are quasi-Latin hypercube designs.
For p = 3, let R3(q) be

1− q q − q1/3 (1− q)(q1/3 + q2/3)
q − q1/3 (1− q)(q1/3 + q2/3) 1− q
(1− q)(q1/3 + q2/3) 1− q q − q1/3

 w¯(q),
where w¯(q) = (q10/3 + 2q3 + q8/3 − 2q7/3 − 2q2 − 2q5/3 − q4/3 + 2q2/3 + 1)−1/2. Theorem 4.3
below gives magic rotation matrices in three dimensions.
Theorem 4.3. Assume q is rational and q1/3 is irrational. Then (i) designs generated
from R3 are quasi-Latin hypercube designs; (ii) designs generated from GTC,3R3 are quasi-
Latin hypercube designs; (iii) designs generated from GDP,3R3 are quasi-Latin hypercube
designs; and (iv) designs generated from GR3 are quasi-Latin hypercube designs if L(G) is
a standard interleaved lattice.
Finally, Theorem 4.4 below gives magic rotation matrices in six dimensions.
Theorem 4.4. Assume q1, q2 ∈ N, q
1/2
1 , q
1/3
2 , q
1/2
1 q
1/3
2 , q
2/3
2 , q
1/2
1 q
2/3
2 are irrational, u1, u2, u3 ∈
Z, u1, u2 6= 0, v1,1, v1,2, v2,1, v2,2 ∈ N, V has full rank, and
v21,1 + v
2
2,1 = q1(v
2
1,2 + v
2
2,2).
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Let
U =

 u2 0
u3 u1

 , U˜ =

 u2 0
7u1 u3

 ,
and
B˜3(q2) =


0 1− q2 1− q2
1− q2 0 0
q2 −1 0

 .
Then (i) designs generated from R3(q2)⊗R2(V, q1) and R3(q2)⊗R˜2(u1, u2, u3, q1) are quasi-
Latin hypercube designs; (ii) designs generated from GDP,6 {R3(q2) ⊗ R˜2(u1, u2, u3, q1)}
are quasi-Latin hypercube designs if q1 = 3 and u3 6= 0; (iii) designs generated from
GTC,6{R3(q2)⊗R˜2(u1, u2, u3, q1)} are quasi-Latin hypercube designs if q1 = 7 and 7B˜3(q2)⊗
U − B˜3(q2) ⊗ U˜ − {J3B˜3(q2)} ⊗ (J2U) has full rank; and (iv) designs generated from
G{R3(q2)⊗R2(V, q1)} and G{R3(q2)⊗ R˜2(u1, u2, u3, q1)} are quasi-Latin hypercube designs
if L(G) is a standard interleaved lattice.
5 Densest packing-based maximum projection designs
Based on magic rotation matrices provided in Sections 3 and 4, in this section we give an
algorithm to construct densest packing-based maximum projection designs for 2 ≤ p ≤ 8
and compare them with several popular classes of space-filling designs. The generated
designs are quasi-Latin hypercube designs for p = 2, 3, 4, 6, 8; they process quasi-optimal
separation distance on all projections for p = 4, 8. The algorithm has five steps below.
1. Use GDP,p in (2), (3), or (4) and initialize sB = −∞.
2. Generate a rotation matrix R and compute G = GDP,pR. For p = 5, 7, generate R
from
R =
∏
1≤i<j≤p
Rp(i, j, αi,j),
where Rp(i, j, αi,j) is the p × p identity matrix with the (i, i)th, (i, j)th, (j, i)th and
(j, j)th elements being replaced by cos(α), − sin(α), sin(α) and cos(α), respectively,
and the αi,j’s are generated independently from the uniform distribution on [0, 2π].
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For other p, generate an R that satisfies the conditions of Corollary 3.5, Theorem 4.2,
4.3, or 4.4.
3. Search for a perturbation vector δ such that the D = D(G, n, δ) in (1) has exactly n
points.
4. Compute the score function of the obtained design,
s(D) = log
{
min
|γ|=1
ρS,γ(D)
}
/2 +
p∑
k=2
[
k log
{
min
|γ|=k
ρS,γ(D)
}]
.
If s(D) > sB, update sB = s(D) and DB = D.
5. Repeat Steps 2-4 for w times, each time using different R. Output DB, the final
design.
This algorithm has similar steps to the original algorithm for rotated sphere packing
designs (He, 2017b) but use different G, R and s(D). Here we use densest packings because
in general they produce designs with best unprojected separation distance. Nevertheless,
from theoretical results given in Sections 3 and 4, we can replace them with integer lattice,
thinnest covering, or any standard interleaved lattice without losing much on projective
uniformity.
We use completely random rotations for p = 5, 7 because we are currently unaware of
any rotation matrix that yields quasi-Latin hypercube designs. On the other hand, we use
magic rotation matrices for p = 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, which makes our proposed designs better than
original rotated sphere packing designs in projective uniformity. Because for a given (p, n)
we do not know which magic rotation matrix is the best, we propose to generate many
designs from various magic rotation matrices and then choose the empirically best design.
Note that seemingly infinitely many magic rotation matrices are provided in Sections 3
and 4. We recommend to use w = 100 because we are unlikely to obtain substantially
better designs from higher w.
In the algorithm we use s(D) to measure the projective uniformity of designs. This
criterion focus more on multivariate projections than univariate projections and are suit-
able when there are likely more than one active variables. One can choose other score
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functions based on the knowledge on the number of active variables. Note that a similar
criterion has been proposed in Joseph et al. (2015) which is faster in computation than
s(D) and therefore more suitable for numerical optimization algorithms. However, from
our algorithm the score function is evaluated for w times only and thus slower criteria such
as s(D) are fine.
We compare our method with three types of space-filling designs:
MaximinLH Maximin distance Latin hypercube designs generated from the R package
SLHD.
MaxPro Maximum projection designs generated from the R package MaxPro.
RSPD Original rotated sphere packing designs generated from the R code given in the
supplementary material of He (2017b).
DPMPD Densest packing-based maximum projection designs generated from our pro-
posed algorithm with w = 100.
The projected and unprojected separation distance of designs in two to eight dimen-
sions are provided in the appendix. From the results, DPMPD have the best unprojected
separation distance and excellent multivariate projective separation distance. For p = 3, 4,
they have the best multivariate projections. For p = 5, 6, 7, 8, they have the best multi-
variate projections for n ≥ 200, n ≥ 200, n ≥ 800, and n ≥ 800, respectively. For smaller
n, they still have the best (p − 1)-dimensional projections. MaximinLH have the opti-
mal univariate projections and good unprojected separation distance, but they have the
worst multivariate projections. MaxPro have excellent projections which are better than
DPMPD for large p with small n. However, they have the worst unprojected separation
distance. Finally, RSPD are no better than DPMPD in all measures. To sum it, DPMPD
have the best overall performance on multivariate projections and the unprojected design.
It implies that DPMPD are useful as long as there are more than one active variables and
more striking if all or most variables are active.
Clearly, DPMPD are more desirable for smaller p and larger n problems. They are
more advantageous when n is large presumably because they have excellent asymptotic
properties. It seems that for higher p, it requires much higher n such that their asymptotic
13
advantage starts to emerge. This is our guess on why DPMPD are more desirable for
smaller p cases. Notwithstanding the general trend, DPMPD are slightly more desirable
for p = 8 than for p = 7. This is presumably because they are quasi-Latin hypercube
designs with quasi-optimal multivariate projections for p = 8 but not for p = 7. For similar
reasons, DPMPD are slightly more desirable for p = 6 than for p = 5. DPMPD are slightly
more desirable for p = 4 than for p = 3, presumably because they have quasi-optimal
multivariate projections for p = 4 but not for p = 3.
From numerical examples we also find an interesting phenomenon. Recall that our
proposed magic rotation matrices in p = 3, 6 have no theoretical property on multivariate
projections. However, designs generated from them are in general much better than de-
signs generated from random rotation matrices not only in univariate projections but also
in multivariate projections. So far we have no good explanation on this. On the other hand,
from some numerical examples in p = 4 which are not shown in the paper, we find that
magic rotation matrices that process properties on both univariate and multivariate projec-
tions are indeed better than magic rotation matrices that process properties on univariate
projections only, showing the former matrices are more desirable. Similar to p = 3, 6 cases,
both types of magic rotation matrices are better than random matrices. Clearly, results
given in Sections 3 and 4 are useful in constructing densest packing-based designs.
6 Conclusions and discussion
In this paper, we give a theoretical framework to study the projective uniformity of lattice-
based designs, provide various magic rotation matrices, and propose an algorithm to con-
struct densest packing-based maximum projection designs. The proposed magic rotation
matrices are applicable to integer lattices, densest packings, thinnest coverings, and stan-
dard interleaved lattices, which are by far the most important types of lattices in construct-
ing designs with distance properties. It is possible to apply our framework to other types
of lattices, but separate derivations are required.
The magic rotation matrices in power of two dimensions produce quasi-Latin hypercube
designs with quasi-optimal separation distance on all projections, while the matrices in three
and six dimensions produce quasi-Latin hypercube designs without theoretical property on
14
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Figure 1: Projected and unprojected separation distance of designs in p = 2
multivariate projections. A direction of future research is to derive theoretical results on
identifying the best matrix from the many proposed magic rotation matrices for a given
lattice. It seems very difficult to obtain magic rotation matrices in five or seven dimensions.
So far we have no counter example of a lattice that definitely cannot be rotated to quasi-
Latin hypercube designs.
A Numerical comparison results
Figures 1-7 display the projected and unprojected separation distance of designs in two to
eight dimensions, respectively.
B Proofs
Proof of Proposition 3.2. Without lose of generality assume k = p, L = L(G), | det(G)| =
1, and cS,{p} ≤ 1. Namely, for any m > 0,
L(G) ∩
(
[−m,m]p−1 × [0, c1m
−p+1]
)
= ∅, (6)
where c1 = 2
−p+1cS,{p} ≤ 2
−p+1. It suffices to show the existence of a cF,{p} ∈ R such that for
any n > 2cF,{p}, δ ∈ R
p, and z ∈ [0, 1], there is at least one design point y ∈ D(G, n, δ) such
15
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Figure 2: Projected and unprojected separation distance of designs in p = 3
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Figure 3: Projected and unprojected separation distance of designs in p = 4
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Figure 4: Projected and unprojected separation distance of designs in p = 5
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Figure 5: Projected and unprojected separation distance of designs in p = 6
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Figure 6: Projected and unprojected separation distance of designs in p = 7
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Figure 7: Projected and unprojected separation distance of designs in p = 8
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that y ∈ [0, 1]p−1× [max(0, z− cF,{p}n
−1),min(1, z+ cF,{p}n
−1)]. Without lose of generality
assume z ≤ 1/2.
Let y˜ = n−1/p(a˜TG+ δ) be the point that has the highest pth dimensional value among
the points in {n−1/p(aTG+ δ) : a ∈ Zp} ∩ ([0, 1]p−1 × (−∞, z)). Clearly such a˜ ∈ Zp exists
and is unique. Without lose of generality assume y˜ ∈ [0, 1/2]p−1 × (−∞, z). If there is an
a ∈ Zp such that aTG ∈ [0, n1/p/2]p−1 × (0, cF,{p}n
1/pn−1), then n−1/p{(a˜T + a)G + δ} ∈
[0, 1]p−1 × [max(0, z − cF,{p}n
−1),min(1, z + cF,{p}n
−1)]. Consequently, it suffices to show
the existence of a c2 > 0 such that the set L(G) ∩ ([0, m]
p−1 × (0, c2m
−p+1]) is not empty
for any m > 0. In the rest of the proof we define c2 and find an element of the set.
When p = 2, from Minkowski’s first theorem, there exists an x(1) such that
x(1) ∈ L(G) ∩ ([−c1m, c1m]× [−1/(c1m), 1/(c1m)])
and x(1) 6= 0. Consider x(1) and −x(1), there exists an x(2) such that
x(2) ∈ L(G) ∩ ([−c1m, c1m]× [0, 1/(c1m)]).
From (6),
L(G) ∩ ([−c1m, c1m]× [0, 1/m]) = ∅.
Therefore,
x(2) ∈ L(G) ∩ ([−c1m, c1m]× (1/m, 1/(c1m)]).
From Minkowski’s first theorem, there exists an x(3) such that
x(3) ∈ L(G) ∩ ([−m,m] × [−1/m, 1/m]).
Consider x(3) and −x(3), there exists an x(4) such that
x(4) ∈ L(G) ∩ ([−m,m]× [0, 1/m]).
From (6),
x(4) ∈ L(G) ∩ {[−m,−c1m) ∪ (c1m,m])× (0, 1/m]}.
Consider x(2), x(4) and x(2) − x(4). Let c2 = 1/c1, there exists an y such that
y ∈ L(G) ∩ ([0, m]× (0, c2m
−1]).
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When p > 2, let
b2 = [1 + c
p
1{2(p− 2)}
−p(p−2)]−1m,
b3 = c
p
1{2(p− 2)}
−(p−1)2b2,
b1 = c
p−1
1 {2(p− 2)}
−(p−1)(p−2)b2,
ǫ1 = c
−p2+p+1
1 {2(p− 2)}
p(p−1)(p−2)b
−(p−1)
2 = c1{2(p− 2)b3}
−(p−1),
ǫ2 = c
−p2+2p
1 {2(p− 2)}
(p−1)2(p−2)b
−(p−1)
2 = c1b
−(p−1)
1 .
Then b3 < 2(p− 2)b3 ≤ b1 < b2, ǫ1 > ǫ2, and
(2ǫ1)(2b1)(2b3)
p−2 = (2ǫ2)(2b2)(2b3)
p−2 = 2p. (7)
From Minkowski’s first theorem and (7), there exists an x(1) such that
x(1) ∈ L(G) ∩ ([−b1, b1]× [−b3, b3]
p−2 × [−ǫ1, ǫ1])
and x(1) 6= 0. Consider x(1) and −x(1), there exists an x(2) such that
x(2) ∈ L(G) ∩ ([−b1, b1]× [−b3, b3]
p−2 × [0, ǫ1]).
From (6),
L(G) ∩ ([−b1, b1]
p−1 × [0, ǫ2]) = ∅.
Therefore,
x(2) ∈ L(G) ∩ ([−b1, b1]× [−b3, b3]
p−2 × (ǫ2, ǫ1]).
From Minkowski’s first theorem and (7), there exists an x(3) such that
x(3) ∈ L(G) ∩ ([−b2, b2]× [−b3, b3]
p−2 × [−ǫ2, ǫ2]).
Consider x(3) and −x(3), there exists an x(4) such that
x(4) ∈ L(G) ∩ ([−b2, b2]× [−b3, b3]
p−2 × [0, ǫ2]).
From (6),
x(4) ∈ L(G) ∩ {([−b2,−b1) ∪ (b1, b2])× [−b3, b3]
p−2 × (0, ǫ2]).
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Consider x(2), x(4) and x(2) − x(4). Then there exists an x(5) such that
x(5) ∈ L(G) ∩ ([0, b2]× [−2b3, 2b3]
p−2 × (0, ǫ1]).
From (6),
L(G) ∩ ([−2(p− 2)b3, 2(p− 2)b3]
p−1 × [0, ǫ1]) = ∅.
Therefore,
x(5) ∈ L(G) ∩ ((2(p− 2)b3, b2]× [−2b3, 2b3]
p−2 × (0, ǫ1]).
Let y(1) = x(5). Similarly, for any k = 2, . . . , p − 1, there exists a y(k) ∈ L(G) such
that y
(k)
p ∈ (0, ǫ1], y
(k)
k ∈ (2(p − 2)b3, b2] and y
(k)
j ∈ [−2b3, 2b3] for any j 6= p, j 6= k. Let
y =
∑p−1
j=1 y
(j). Then
y ∈ L(G) ∩ ((0, b2 + 2(p− 2)b3]
p−1 × (0, (p− 1)ǫ1]).
Let c2 = (p − 1)c
−p2+p+1
1 {2(p − 2)}
p(p−1)(p−2)[1 + cp1{2(p − 2)}
−p(p−2)]p−1 = (p − 1)ǫ1m
p−1.
Because b2 + 2(p− 2)b3 = m, we have
y ∈ L(G) ∩ ((0, m]p−1 × (0, c2m
−(p−1)]).
Combining the two cases of p completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Clearly, R2(Vz, qz) ⊗ · · · ⊗ R2(V1, q1) = (Vz ⊗ · · · ⊗ V1){Q(qz) ⊗
· · · ⊗ Q(q1)}{W (Vz, qz) ⊗ · · · ⊗W (V1, q1)}. Here Vz ⊗ · · · ⊗ V1 is an integer matrix with
full rank, W (Vz, qz) ⊗ · · · ⊗ W (V1, q1) is a positive diagonal matrix, and the entries in
each column of Q(qz) ⊗ · · · ⊗ Q(q1) are rationally independent (Besicovitch, 1940). As a
result, for any k = 1, . . . , p, fk(a) 6= 0 for any nonzero a ∈ Z
p. On the other hand, let
w =
∏z
l=1{w1(Vl, ql)w2(Vl, ql)}
−p, it is not hard to see that w
∏p
k=1 fk(a) is a polynomial
of a with integer coefficients. Therefore, w
∏p
k=1 fk(a) ∈ Z for any a ∈ Z
p. As a result,
|w
∏p
k=1 fk(a)| ≥ 1 for any nonzero a ∈ Z
p.
Now consider any f(a¯), f(a˜) ∈
∏p
k=1[−δk, n
1/p − δk] and a¯ 6= a˜. Clearly, |fk(a¯) −
fk(a˜)| ≤ n
1/p for any k and
∏p
k=1 |fk(a¯)− fk(a˜)| ≥ w
−1. Therefore, for any γ ⊂ {1, . . . , p},∏
k∈γ |fk(a¯)− fk(a˜)| ≥ w
−1n(−p+|γ|)/p. Therefore,
{∑
k∈γ
[
n−1/p{fk(a¯)− fk(a˜)}
]2}1/2
≥ |γ|1/2w−1/|γ|n−1/|γ|.
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This concludes that designs generated from R2(Vz, qz) ⊗ · · · ⊗ R2(V1, q1) process quasi-
optimal separation distance on all projections. From Proposition 3.2, designs generated
from R2(Vz, qz) ⊗ · · · ⊗ R2(V1, q1) also process quasi-optimal fill distance on univariate
projections.
Proof of Proposition 3.4. There exists a cS,γ > 0 such that for any f(a¯), f(a˜) ∈
∏p
k=1[−δk,
(n| det(G)|)1/p − δk], a¯ 6= a˜, n > 0, and δ ∈ R
p,{∑
k∈γ
[
(n| det(G)|)−1/p{fk(a¯)− fk(a˜)}
]2}1/2
≥ cS,γn
−1/|γ|.
(i) Let H = vG. Then | det(H)| = |v|p| det(G)|. Clearly, for any m > 0 and y =
(y1, . . . , yp) ∈ L(G) ∩ [−m/2, m/2]
p,(∑
k∈γ
y2k
)1/2
≥ cS,γ| det(G)|
1/|γ|m−p/|γ|+1.
Therefore, for any m > 0 and y = (y1, . . . , yp) ∈ L(H) ∩ [−|v|m/2, |v|m/2]
p,(∑
k∈γ
y2k
)1/2
≥ cS,γ| det(G)|
1/|γ||v|m−p/|γ|+1 = cS,γ| det(H)|
1/|γ|(m|v|)−p/|γ|+1.
Therefore, for any m > 0 and y = (y1, . . . , yp) ∈ L(H) ∩ [−m/2, m/2]
p,(∑
k∈γ
y2k
)1/2
≥ cS,γ| det(H)|
1/|γ|m−p/|γ|+1.
Therefore, for any f(a¯), f(a˜) ∈
∏p
k=1[−δk, (n| det(H)|)
1/p − δk], a¯ 6= a˜, n > 0, and δ ∈ R
p,{∑
k∈γ
[
(n| det(H)|)−1/p{fk(a¯)− fk(a˜)}
]2}1/2
≥ cS,γn
−1/|γ|.
(ii) Suppose z = | det(H)|/| det(G)| ∈ N. Then for any f(a¯), f(a˜) ∈
∏p
k=1[−δk, (n| det(H)|)
1/p−
δk], a¯ 6= a˜, n > 0, and δ ∈ R
p, we have{∑
k∈γ
[
(n| det(H)|)−1/p(fk(a¯)− fk(a˜)}
]2}1/2
≥ cS,γz
−1/|γ|n−1/|γ|.
(iii) Suppose G = KH and K is an integer matrix. Because | det(K)| > 0, K is
invertible. Clearly, K−1 is a rational matrix. Let h be the least common multiple of the
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denominators of entries of K−1. Then hK−1 is an integer matrix and L(hK−1G) is a
sublattice of L(G). From (i) and (ii), designs generated from H = K−1G process quasi-
optimal separation distance on the projection to dimension γ.
Proof of Corollary 3.5. The statements hold because L(GDP,4) ⊂ L(2
−1/4I4), L(GDP,8) ⊂
L(2−1I8), L(GTC,8) ⊂ L(2
−13−7/8I8), and L(G) ⊂ L(Ip).
Proof of Theorem 3.6. We have
GTC,4{R2(V2, q2)⊗ R2(V1, q1)}
= {(5− 51/2)I4 − J4}{R2(V2, q2)⊗ R2(V1, 5)}(5
1/2 − 1)−15−3/8
= B˜4{Q(q2)⊗Q(5)}{W (V2, q2)⊗W (V1, 5)}(5
1/2 − 1)−15−3/8.
Here B˜4 is an integer matrix with full rank, W (V2, q2)⊗W (V1, 5) is a positive diagonal
matrix, and each column of Q(q2)⊗Q(5) consists of {1, 5
1/2, q
1/2
2 , 5
1/2q
1/2
2 } or their opposite
numbers. As a result, for any k = 1, . . . , 4, fk(a) 6= 0 for any nonzero a ∈ Z
4. On the
other hand, let w =
∏2
l=1{w1(Vl, ql)w2(Vl, ql)}
−4(51/2 − 1)453/2, it is not hard to see that
w
∏p
k=1 fk(a) is a polynomial of a with integer coefficients. Therefore, w
∏p
k=1 fk(a) ∈ Z
for any a ∈ Zp. As a result, |w
∏p
k=1 fk(a)| ≥ 1 for any nonzero a ∈ Z
p.
Now consider any f(a¯), f(a˜) ∈
∏p
k=1[−δk, n
1/p − δk] and a¯ 6= a˜. Clearly, |fk(a¯) −
fk(a˜)| ≤ n
1/p for any k and
∏p
k=1 |fk(a¯)− fk(a˜)| ≥ w
−1. Therefore, for any γ ⊂ {1, . . . , p},∏
k∈γ |fk(a¯)− fk(a˜)| ≥ w
−1n(−p+|γ|)/p. Therefore,
{∑
k∈γ
[
n−1/p{fk(a¯)− fk(a˜)}
]2}1/2
≥ |γ|1/2w−1/|γ|n−1/|γ|.
This concludes that designs generated from GTC,4{R2(V2, q2) ⊗ R2(V1, q1)} process quasi-
optimal separation distance on all projections. From Proposition 3.2, designs generated
from GTC,4{R2(V2, q2) ⊗ R2(V1, q1)} also process quasi-optimal fill distance on univariate
projections.
Proof of Proposition 4.1. From fk(a) = aBkrw, fk(a) is a homogeneous polynomial of de-
gree 1, fk(a) 6= 0 for any nonzero a ∈ Z
p, and we can write gk(a)/fk(a) as
gk(a)/fk(a) =
M∑
i=1
(
bi
p∏
j=1
a
di,j
j
)
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with an M ∈ N, b1, . . . , bM ∈ R, di,j ∈ N ∪ {0} for any i, j, and
∑
j di,j = p − 1 for
any i. Let b = max(|bi|), h be the maximum absolute value of entries of G
−1, and c1 =
{Mb(ph)p−1}−1| det(G)|−(p−1)/p. For any f(a¯), f(a˜) ∈
∏p
k=1[−δk, (n| det(G)|)
1/p − δk] and
a¯ 6= a˜, clearly a¯− a˜ ∈ [−ph(n| det(G)|)1/p, ph(n| det(G)|)1/p]p. Therefore,
|gk(a¯− a˜)/fk(a¯− a˜)| ≤Mb{ph(n| det(G)|)
1/p}p−1 = c−11 | det(G)|
−1/pn(p−1)/p.
Because |gk(a¯− a˜)| ≥ 1, (n| det(G)|)
−1/p|fk(a¯)− fk(a˜)| ≥ c1n
−1.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let r = (1, 31/2)T ,
B1 =

 −3u1 + u2 + 2u3 2u1 − u3
−2u2 − u3 −u1 + u2

 ,
B2 =

 2u2 − u3 −u1 − u2
−3u1 − u2 + 2u3 2u1 − u3

 .
Then GDP,2R˜2(u1, u2, u3, 3)3
1/4(31/2 − 1)/w˜(u1, u2, u3, 3) = (B1r, B2r). Therefore, f1(a) =
aB1rw˜(u1, u2, u3, 3)/3
1/4/(31/2 − 1) and f2(a) = aB2rw˜(u1, u2, u3, 3)/3
1/4/(31/2 − 1). Be-
cause u23 6= 3u
2
1 + u
2
2, B1 and B2 have full rank.
Let g1(a) = f1(a)aB1(1,−3
1/2)T31/4(31/2−1)/w˜(u1, u2, u3, 3) and g2(a) = f2(a)aB2(1,−3
1/2)T
31/4(31/2−1)/w˜(u1, u2, u3, 3). Clearly, g1(a) and g2(a) are homogeneous polynomials of de-
gree 2 with integer coefficients and that g1(a) 6= 0 and g2(a) 6= 0 for any nonzero a ∈ Z
p.
Therefore, |g1(a)| ≥ 1 and |g2(a)| ≥ 1 for any nonzero a ∈ Z
p. Consequently, designs
generated from GDP,2R˜2(u1, u2, u3, 3) process quasi-optimal separation distance on both
univariate projections. From Proposition 3.2, designs generated from GDP,2R˜2(u1, u2, u3, 3)
are quasi-Latin hypercube designs.
Proof of Theorem 4.3. (i) Firstly, check that | det{R3(q)}| = 1. Assume q = s1/s2, where
s1, s2 ∈ Z and that s1 and s2 are coprime. We have f3(a) = a
TB3rw¯(q)/s2, r = (1, q
1/3, q2/3)T ,
and
B3 =


0 s2 − s1 s2 − s1
s2 − s1 0 0
s1 −s2 0

 .
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Clearly, B3 has full rank. Let
β0 = a2(s2 − s1) + a3s1, β1 = a1(s2 − s1)− a3s2, β2 = a1(s2 − s1),
g˜3(a) = (β1β2s1 − β
2
0s2) + (β0β1s2 − β
2
2s1)q
1/3 + (β0β2 − β
2
1)s2q
2/3,
and g3(a) = f3(a)g˜3(a)s
2
2/w¯(q). Then f3(a) = (β0 + β1q
1/3 + β2q
2/3)w¯(q)/s2 and
g3(a) = 3β0β1β2s1s2 − β
3
0s
2
2 − β
3
1s1s2 − β
3
2s
2
1.
Clearly, g3(a) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 3 with integer coefficients.
Next, we show g3(a) = 0 if and only if β0 = β1 = β2 = 0. Because q /∈ Q, at least one of
the two statements below hold: (a) there exists a z˜ ∈ N ∪ {0}, z¯ = 1 or 2, and a prime s3
such that s3z˜+z¯3 divides s1 but s
3z˜+z¯+1
3 does not divide s1; and (b) there exists a z˜ ∈ N∪{0},
z¯ = 1 or 2, and a prime s3 such that s
3z˜+z¯
3 divides s2 but s
3z˜+z¯+1
3 does not divide s2.
Now assume statement (a) holds. Clearly, s3 and s2 are coprime. Suppose β0, β1, β2
are not all zero, then there exists an integer z such that sz3 divides β0, β1s
z˜
3 and β2s
2z˜
3
and sz+13 does not divide at least one of them. We consider five cases. Firstly, assume
sz+13 does not divide β0. Then s
3z+1
3 divides 3β0β1β2s1s2, β
3
1s1s2, and β
3
2s
2
1 but not β
3
0s
2
2.
Thus g3(a) 6= 0. Secondly, assume s
z+1
3 divides β0 but not β1s
z˜
3. Then s
3z+z¯+1
3 divides
3β0β1β2s1s2, β
3
0s
2
2, and β
3
2s
2
1 but not β
3
1s1s2. Thus g3(a) 6= 0. Thirdly, assume s
z+1
3 divides
β0 and β1s
z˜
3 but not β2s
2z˜
3 and z¯ = 1. Then s
3z+3
3 divides 3β0β1β2s1s2, β
3
0s
2
2, and β
3
1s1s2 but
not β32s
2
1. Thus g3(a) 6= 0. Fourthly, assume s
z+1
3 divides β0 and β1s
z˜
3 but not β2s
2z˜
3 , z¯ = 2,
and sz+23 divides β0. Then s
3z+5
3 divides 3β0β1β2s1s2, β
3
0s
2
2, and β
3
1s1s2 but not β
3
2s
2
1. Thus
g3(a) 6= 0. Fifthly, assume s
z+1
3 divides β0 and β1s
z˜
3 but not β2s
2z˜
3 , z¯ = 2, and s
z+2
3 does not
divide β0. Then s
3z+4
3 divides 3β0β1β2s1s2, β
3
1s1s2, and β
3
2s
2
1 but not β
3
0s
2
2. Thus g3(a) 6= 0.
Combining the five cases, g3(a) = 0 if and only if β0 = β1 = β2 = 0. Because B has full
rank, β0 = β1 = β2 = 0 if and only if a0 = a1 = a2 = 0. Therefore, g3(a) 6= 0 for any a 6= 0.
Because g3(a) has integer coefficients, |g3(a)| ≥ 1 for any nonzero a ∈ Z
p.
When statement (b) holds, we can similarly verify that |g3(a)| ≥ 1 for any nonzero
a ∈ Zp. Combining the (a) and (b) cases and from Proposition 4.1, designs generated from
R3(q) process quasi-optimal separation distance on the projection to the third dimension.
Similarly verifying that designs generated from R3(q) process quasi-optimal separation
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distance on the projection to the first dimension and to the second dimension, we conclude
from Proposition 3.2 that designs generated from R3(q) are quasi-Latin hypercube designs.
(ii)-(iv) It is not hard to see that L{GDP,3R3(q)} in (3), L{GTC,3R3(q)} in (2) and
L{GR3(q)} are sublattices of L{2
−1/3R3(q)}, L{2
−2/3R3(q)}, and L{R3(q)}, respectively.
From Proposition 3.4, designs generated from them are quasi-Latin hypercube designs.
Proof of Theorem 4.4. (i) First consider designs generated from R3(q2)⊗R2(V, q1). Clearly
| det{R3(q2)⊗R2(V, q1)}| = 1. We have f6(a) = a
TB6r w2(V1, q1)w¯(q2), r = (1, q
1/2
1 , q
1/3
2 , q
1/2
1 q
1/3
2 , q
2/3
2 ,
q
1/2
1 q
2/3
2 )
T , and
B6 = B˜3(q2)⊗ V =


0 (1− q2)V (1− q2)V
(1− q2)V 0 0
q2V −V 0

 .
Since B˜3(q2) and V has full rank, B6 has full rank.
Let g¯6(a) be a
TB6r˜/w¯(q2)/w2(V1, q1), where r˜ = (1,−q
1/2
1 , q
1/3
2 ,−q
1/2
1 q
1/3
2 , q
2/3
2 ,−q
1/2
1 q
2/3
2 )
T .
Then for any a 6= 0, f6(a) 6= 0, g¯6(a) 6= 0, and f6(a)g¯6(a) 6= 0. We can express
f6(a)g¯6(a) = β0 + β1q
1/3
2 + β2q
2/3
2
where β0, β1 and β2 are homogeneous polynomials of degree 2 with integer coefficients. Let
g˜6(a) = (β1β2q2 − β
2
0) + (β0β1 − β
2
2q2)q
1/3
2 + (β0β2 − β
2
1)q
2/3
2 ,
Then
g6(a) = f6(a)g¯6(a)g˜6(a) = 3β0β1β2q2 − β
3
0 − β
3
1q2 − β
3
2q
2
2.
Clearly, g6(a) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 6 with integer coefficients. Similar
to the arguments in the proof of Theorem 4.3, g6(a) = 0 only if f6(a)g¯6(a) = 0, which
only occurs when a = 0. Thus, |g6(a)| ≥ 1 for any nonzero a ∈ Z
p. From Proposition 4.1,
designs generated from R3(q2)⊗R2(V, q1) process the quasi-optimal separation distance on
the projection to the sixth dimension.
Similarly verifying that designs generated from R3(q2)⊗R2(V, q1) process quasi-optimal
separation distance on other univariate projections, we conclude from Proposition 3.2 that
designs generated from R3(q2)⊗ R2(V, q1) are quasi-Latin hypercube designs.
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Next, consider designs generated from R3(q2) ⊗ R˜2(u1, u2, u3, q1). We have f6(a) =
aTB6rw˜(u1, u2, u3, q1)w¯(q2), r = (1, q
1/2
1 , q
1/3
2 , q
1/2
1 q
1/3
2 , q
2/3
2 , q
1/2
1 q
2/3
2 )
T , and
B6 = B˜3(q2)⊗ U =


0 (1− q2)U (1− q2)U
(1− q2)U 0 0
q2U −U 0

 .
Because B˜3(q2) has full rank and u1, u2 6= 0, B6 has full rank. Define g6(a) similar to
that for R3(q2) ⊗ R2(V, q1), it is not hard to show that designs generated from R3(q2) ⊗
R˜2(u1, u2, u3, q1) process quasi-optimal separation distance on the projection to the sixth di-
mension. Similarly verifying that designs generated from R3(q2)⊗ R˜2(u1, u2, u3, q1) process
quasi-optimal separation distance on other univariate projections, we conclude from Propo-
sition 3.2 that designs generated from R3(q2)⊗ R˜2(u1, u2, u3, q1) are quasi-Latin hypercube
designs.
(ii) Clearly, L[GDP,6{R3(q2)⊗R˜2(u1, u2, u3, 3)}] is a sublattice of L[G˜6 {R3(q2)⊗R˜2(u1, u2, u3, 3)}
2−13−1/12] where G˜6 is the diagonal 6×6 matrix with diagonal entries being 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, and
31/2. From Proposition 3.4, it suffices to show that designs generated from G˜6{R3(q2) ⊗
R˜2(u1, u2, u3, 3)} are quasi-Latin hypercube designs.
For G˜6{R3(q2)⊗R˜2(u1, u2, u3, 3)}, f6(a) = a
TB6rw˜2(u1, u2, u3, 3)w¯(q2), r = (1, 3
1/2, q
1/3
2 ,
31/2q
1/3
2 , q
2/3
2 , 3
1/2q
2/3
2 )
T , and
B6 =


0 (1− q2)U (1− q2)U
(1− q2)U 0 0
q2U¯ −U¯ 0

 ,
where
U¯ =

 u2 0
3u1 u3

 .
Because u1, u2, u3 6= 0, U and U¯ have full rank. Therefore, B6 has full rank. Define g6(a)
similar to that in (i), it is not hard to show that designs generated from G˜6{R3(q2) ⊗
R˜2(u1, u2, u3, 3)} process quasi-optimal separation distance on the projection to the sixth
dimension. Similarly verifying that designs generated from G˜6{R3(q2) ⊗ R˜2(u1, u2, u3, 3)}
process quasi-optimal separation distance on other univariate projections, we conclude from
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Proposition 3.2 that designs generated from G˜6{R3(q2)⊗ R˜2(u1, u2, u3, 3)} are quasi-Latin
hypercube designs.
(iii) We haveGTC,6{R3(q2)⊗R˜2(u1, u2, u3, 7)} = {(7−7
1/2)I6−J6}{R3(q2)⊗R˜2(u1, u2, u3, 7)}(7
1/2−
1)−17−5/12. Therefore, f6(a) = a
TB6r(7
1/2 − 1)−1 7−5/12w˜(u1, u2, u3, 7)w¯(q2), where r = (1,
71/2, q
1/3
2 , 7
1/2q
1/3
2 , q
2/3
2 , 7
1/2q
2/3
2 )
T and B6 = 7B˜3(q2)⊗U − B˜3(q2)⊗ U˜ −{J3B˜3(q2)}⊗ (J2U).
Define g6(a) similar to that in (i), it is not hard to show that designs generated from
GTC,6{R3(q2)⊗ R˜2(u1, u2, u3, 7)} process quasi-optimal separation distance on the projec-
tion to the sixth dimension. Similarly verifying that designs generated from GTC,6{R3(q2)⊗
R˜2(u1, u2, u3, 7)} process quasi-optimal separation distance on other univariate projections,
we conclude from Proposition 3.2 that designs generated fromGTC,6{R3(q2)⊗R˜2(u1, u2, u3, 7)}
are quasi-Latin hypercube designs.
(iv) L[G{R3(q2)⊗R2(V, q1)}] is a sublattice of L{R3(q2)⊗R2(V, q1)} and L[G{R3(q2)⊗
R˜2(u1, u2, u3, q1)}] is a sublattice of L{R3(q2) ⊗ R˜2(u1, u2, u3, q1)}. From Proposition 3.4
and (i), designs generated from them are quasi-Latin hypercube designs.
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